
Jupiter conjunct Saturn in Aquarius 
Glen Atkinson PhD 

 
A time of world views that can help humanity evolve 

 

Conjunct my Mars in Aquarius in my relocated 6th house  

          = radical functional ideas of how things can be done better. 
 

Free Health Control for All 
 

An  Aquarian  Thought  Process 

  

Here is the picture of the Galaxy. The small one is from the Thrive 

organisation. It shows the energetic spherical nature of the 

Galaxy, which mirrors the energetic nature of everything in 

creation. From the Galaxy to the Atoms, everything in creation has 

a spherical electro magnetic energy field around it. 

 

Energetic Spheres floating in an Energetic Ocean. Completely 

interactive with each other. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

A Circle is a 1/360th slice of a 

Sphere 

 

So, Every Circle resonates in harmony 

with Everything in Creation 

 

Every circle organises the Universal 

Harmonic organisation within it. 

What Is                                                                   When it Moves 



What is the Universal Harmonic Organisation—you ask? 
 

By following the axiom  

As Above, So Below 

We come to this order 

 

For the background thoughts see  

 

Introduction 

http://garudabd.org/wp-content/

uploads/http://garudabd.org/sites/

garudabd.org/files/GCIntro_0.pdf 

 

Physical = Earth = Earth forces 

Etheric = Water = Atmosphere forces 

Astral = Air = Planetary Forces 

Spirit = Fire = Star Forces 

 

See Dr R Steiner medical indications 

for how this relates to particular 

illnesses. 
 
 
 
Given everything in Creation 

organises according to the 

Universal order, Chemistry must 

do likewise. 
 
Here is that order. 

 

For background on this see 

http://garudabd.org/biodynamic-

chemistry/ 

 

This picture shows the energetic 

activity of every chemical element, 

and for all the spaces where chemical 

element do not manifest. 

 

See Homeopathy use of the chemical 

elements. 



Based upon the 100 years of 

experience with Bach Flower 

Remedies, and the work of 

Dr Emoto, we know that light 

moving through a Glass 

bottle into water will 

‘program’ this water. 

 

When a glass bottle of 

water is placed on any 

elemental spot within a 

circle, orientated off 

magnetic north, for more 

than 10 minutes, this 

water will accumulate the 

energy of that element, 

SAFELY. 

 

This water can then be used, 

as drops for Humans and 

Animals or sprayed over 

Plants and Soil. 

 

Free health control for ANY ONE, ANY WHERE, ANY TIME. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



If Circles resonate with the Universal Order  

then everything in manifestation must be able to be found within the circle. 


